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Motivation and theoretical background
Electric Vehicles

•

Electric vehicles can allow integration of
renewable sources of energy through flexible
charging being used as distributed storage
during times of high renewable production
Electric vehicle charging time:
• Fast charging needed – higher
instantaneous power draw (7kW assumed)
• Plug in probability is time-dependent,
peaks according to work schedule
• Typical driving less than 30km/day ~ 15%
of batterry capacity of 60kWh [2]

obability of plug-in

•

Electric vehicles have lower emissions and are
therefore being promoted as future mobility
solutions to replace combustion vehicles

Probability

•

Electric Vehicle plug-in time
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Motivation and theoretical background
Existing Load Profiles
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Montecarlo simulation of typical electricity
usage
Typical German energy usage normalized to
4kW peak load
Based on multiple population demographic
settings provided by the Bundesamt
Weather information fed into model based on
NASA irradiation data for Berlin 1999
Tesla model S charging current values
measured at institute physically
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Grid Topologies - 1
Semi urban 0.4 kV network with 10 bus, 155 houses
•

Based on CIGRE Benchmark Grid [5] and German
census data [6] - 3 line, 1 neutral configuration

•

Houses distributed non-uniformly
•
Right branch longer than left string
•
Left string densely packed at terminal 3, 4 and
6

•

Low – medium solar potential due to limited area

•

Electric vehicle charging possible at every home

•

No redundancy due to single lines connecting to
transformer
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Results – Voltage Drops
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Results – Cable Loading %
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Grid Topologies - 2
Rural 0.4 kV network with 85 houses, single bus

•
•
•

•
•

Houses distributed non-uniformly
Significant areas available for solar
panels
Low Houses and electric vehicle
numbers due to lower population
– 85 houses
Based on Frankfurt/Main rural grid
[7]
Loads based on multigenerational
population model instead of
German overall population
statistics [4]
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Results – Voltage Drops
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Grid Topologies - 3
Urban 0.4 kV network with 20 bus, 200 houses
•
•

•

•
•
•

Houses distributed uniformly across
mesh topology
Negligible areas available for solar
panels so low distributed generation to
offset voltage drops
High number of houses and electric
vehicles due to higher population in
dense configuration
3 wire, 1 neutral configuration with
uniform cables throughout area
Electric vehicle charging only available
in “blocks” instead of individual houses
High possibility of load sharing between
supply cables – redundancy possible

Key
H–
Household
load
EV - Electric
Vehicles
Charging
Station
PV - Solar
distributed
generation
setup

[8]
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Results – Voltage Drops
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Results – Line Loading %
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Next Step: Heuristic Optimization
Optimization of charging locations based on minimizing peak line loading
— Heuristic approach
— Objective function: Minimization of peak line loading observed amongst all cables
— Decision variables: number of vehicles charging at individual charging locations
— (Significant)
Optimization of charging locations based on minimizing peak voltage drops
— Heuristic approach
— Objective function: Minimization of peak voltage drops observed amongst all terminals
— Decision variables: number of vehicles charging at individual charging locations
— (Significant)
Optimization of charging locations based on minimizing peak line losses
— Heuristic approach
— Objective function: Reduction of sum of cable losses observed amongst all cables
— Decision variables: number of vehicles charging at individual charging locations
— (Insignificant)
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Conclusion

• Configuration of EV’s being charged has significant spatial effects on overall low voltage network parameters
• Uncontrolled charging can result in significant overloading of cables and voltage drops
• Results are highly topology dependent
• 3 phase networks with multiple transformer connections fare better
• Spatial effects should translate to spatial cost reflecting overloading caused by charging at different locations
• Distributed generation should subtract from spatial pricing
• Optimization model proposed can be engineered to allow spatial pricing reflecting best locations for
discharging EV’s using V2G.
• To be investigated in upcoming model
All of the above should be in conjunction to temporal pricing strategies
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